The Modulothèque
How to choose your storage system
The EuroCave Modulothèque
is a modular storage system
in solid oak. You can build a
totally personalised unit, that
will evolve as and when you
need it to.
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1 Materials

2 Layout modules

3 Storage system

The selection of materials is an essential factor in providing
a whole range of functions at the same time:
• strength to carry the weight of bottles over time,
• excellent stability on the floor,
• easy access to bottles.

Layout modules are required for :
• optimising the space available in the room,
• developing the layout of your storage system in
accordance with requirements (varying number of
bottles to store).

To optimise wine bottle storage, the storage system should:
• adapt to all kinds of bottles,
• enable a maximum number of bottles to be stored in a
minimum of space,
• give individual access to bottles.

2 levels of materials

2 levels of modules

4 levels of system

1• Standard racks in metal wire, reconstituted
stone or polystyrene
Either these types of rack are not suitable for the weight
of the bottles and therefore give way over time, or they
are extremely heavy and difficult to transport. Each of
these systems offers advantages, but none of them groups
together all of the functions required.
2• EuroCave - The solid oak modulotheque
The EuroCave Modulothèque has been
especially designed for the storage
of wine bottles, and is crafted from
20mm solid oak, with the luxury of a
craft tradition.
Always a sure investment, oak offers
exceptional robustness and resistance to
damp, making it the ideal material to ensure
stability for your bottles, irrespective of the
final size of your storage unit. The colourless
linseed oil finish feeds the wood and ensures
the maintenance of the Modulothèque for many years
before it will need re-coating.

1• Standard layout modules
Classic
These modules are only suitable for fixed
configuration
layouts or, at best, enable the creation of
with wasted
space
basic assemblies for stacking bottles. They
do not optimise space.

1• One level deep storage systems
These storage systems are not suitable for
wine bottle storage. Bottle storage achieved
by simple stacking leads to a major loss in storage capacity.
2• Two level deep storage systems
These storage systems enable the storage of a large number of
bottles in a minimum of space.
3• Sliding shelf storage systems
These systems offer individual access to bottles
for greater user convenience and easier sorting.
4• EuroCave - Mixed storage systems
The EuroCave “Modulothèque” system is the only product on
the market to combine two deep stacking with sliding shelves.
Like the EuroCave cabinets, the Modulothèque has several
types of shelves adapted to different bottle shapes. Storage
shelves, sliding shelves or presentation kits, the wide range of
equipment* enables you to arrange your bottles as you wish,
and to create your own functional and customised furnishing.
A unique product, the Modulothèque offers you the best
capacity for floor space on the market: 1000 bottles stored on
a width of 1,8m at ground level.

2• EuroCave - Specific layout modules
The EuroCave Modulothèque modules are close to
“tailor made”, adapting to the requirements of the room
to be used (sloped ceiling, wall angles, etc.). The layout
possibilities are limitless, thanks to
The corner module
allows you to store
an exclusive system of modules to
an extra 200
assemble (13 modules available:
bottles
angle, cross, rack, etc.). Very easy
to put together, the modules can
be disassembled for easy transport
or to change the Modulothèque
layout to comply with your
storage requirements. Thanks to the layout software,
your EuroCave advisor can offer you the exact storage
layout for your requirements.

*Accepts all the shelves from the Classic range.
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The Modulothèque,
furniture tailored to your needs
Vaulted cellar, attic room, low ceiling or corner of a room, thanks to its many
layout possibilities, the Modulothèque optimises the storage capacity available
for the area you have.
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Low celling

W2426 x D584 x H1336 mm

Vaulted cellar

W2426 x D584 x H2008 mm

Around a pillar

Ø1800 mm H2060 mm

Corner of room

Length. 1st side wall: 2215,7 mm
Length. 2nd side wall: W631,7mm x D584 x H2008 mm
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Attic

W1842 x D584 x H2008 mm

Upper finishes (MV3)
You can lay out up to 27 bottles on
the top of your unit without risk.
W584 x H85 x D20 mm - 0,90 kg

Functional and evolutionary units form the basis
of your Modulothèque and define the best
storage method:

Shelf module (MV7)

Basic module (MV1/MV16)
Store up to 99* bottles in the
same unit. The basic module can
be equipped with bottle shelves of
your choice. Optimise your space by
storing 44* bottles in the corner basic
module.
MV1: W584 x H587 x D584 mm - 11,60 kg
MV16: W667 x H587 x D677 mm - 13,50 kg

This unit enables upright bottle display.
W550 x H20 x D120 mm - 1,78 kg

Pedestal module (MV2/MV17)
Thanks to its 4 adjustable feet, it
offers stability on any floor surface.
Also available in corner pedestal
module version.

Vertical bottle holder (MV4)
Easy and risk-free handling of 4 open
bottles.

MV2: W584 x H162 x D584 mm - 4,20 kg
MV17: W584 x H162 x D584 mm - 4,20 kg

W550 x H20 x D120 mm - 1,30 kg

Bar module (MV6)

Pivoting module display bottle (MV21)

The bar module** is equipped with a
sliding tray and glass holder. This unit
is essential to turn your wine tastings
into moments of pleasure.

Allows upright display of one bottle.
W85 x H270 x D105 mm - 0,24 kg

W540 x H70 x D540 mm - 11,30 kg

Rack module (MV8)

Horizontal bottle holder (MV5)

Easy access to your bottles stored
in their original cases, thanks to
the sliding shelf system of the rack
module**. Also equipped with a
drawer for miscellaneous accessories,
and with 3 Magnum slots.

Enables you to keep 4 magnums or 8
bottles directly to hand.
W123 x H640 x D584 mm - 7,20 kg

W543 x H582 x D543 mm - 20,20 kg

Shelves
Equip your Modulotheque with sliding
shelves or storage shelves with an oak
finish..

*Traditional Bordeaux shape bottles. ** Module integrated into the basic module.

Grid Module (MV19)
Enables storage of your valuable
‘vintages‘ in total security.
W580 x H550 x D55 mm - 4,2 kg

Cross Module (MV18)
Offers a practical and aesthetic
alternative to store up to 72 bottles.
4,40 kg
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